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MATHEMATICAL.ANALYSIS OF THE 
OPTOMECHANISMS LASER INTERFEROMETER. 

L. William Utley. 

Abstract. A mathematical analysis. was: conducted of the 
laser. interferometer. system, ModeL 437E-512', distributed 
by OPTOmechanisms, Incorporated, of Plainview, New 
York .. The study was done to determine the characteristics 
of"the optical. system of the interferometer. 

D~tailed descriptions show how the movement of the 
corner"cube reflector in the system produces two signals 
with a 90-degree phase shift· when seen through two 
crossed polaroid plates,. 

INTR0Dl:JCTI0N· 

Impetus· fora. rigorous.analysjs- of the OPTOmechanisms 
laser- inte.rferometer arose· out· of· a.needi to· improve: the: 
frii1ge-counting· performance of-' a long,nnge. optical 
transducer gauge. head 1 · developed tiy the .. Rocky Flats. 
Mechanical Group. The OPTOmechanisms sy.stem has good; 
fringe"counting stability., partly· because: of its· optical 
design. It was, .therefore; decided'to:study the. system in _ 
detail to determi~e·if its-design could tie adapted: to: the: 
transducer gauge design. 

A previous evaluation 2 of the OPTOmechanisms laser. 
interferometer. system did not include a mathematical 
analysis of the optical system. A fundamental requirement 
for .bidirectional fringe counting has been pointed out by 
Peck and Obetz; 3 namely, that two photodetectors must 
receive variations of light approximately 90 degrees out of 
phase. Morokuma4 has described an optical system in 
which circularly polarized light is formed in one leg of an 
interferometer. Then as this light combines with linearly 

1 G. W. Dutton, "An Interferometric Displacement Transducer." 
Paper 68·565. 1968 Annual Conference of the Instrument Society 
of America, New·York. October 28·31, 1968. 

2 L. W. Ullcy. Evuulailun uf rhe OPTOmechanlsms Laser 
Interferometer System. RFP-965, Rocky Flats Division, The Dow 
Chemical Company, Golden, Colorado. September 7, 1967. 

3E. R. Peck and S. W. Obetz. "Wavelength or Length Measure· 
ment by Reversible Fringe Counting." Journal of tile Optical 
Society of America, 43:505·509. June 1953. 

4T. Morokuma. "Interference Comparator for Routine Measure· 
ment of Length IL" Oyo Butzuri, 31 :201·207. 1962. (In Japanese, 
translation is available from Samlia Curpuration, Albuquerque, New 
MP.xic.o.) 

polarized light, it can produce: light variations with a 90-
degree phase difference. 

Included also in. this report is a section showing how two 
passes through a corner-cube prism convert.circularly 
polarized· light to. linearly polarized-light. 

ANALYSIS OF THE MOROKUMA SYSTEM 

The optical- system of the laser interferometer system, 
Model 437L-512, purchased from OPTOmechanisms, 
lncorpo.rated of Plainview, New York tiy the Mechanical 
Research. and Development group utilizes a comtiination of 
circularly polarized light and linearly polarized light. The. 
system is shown schematically in Figure 1. The quarter
wave plate. converts the linearly polarized light that is 
emitted• by. a gas-laser into circularly polarized light. The 
beam splitter·divides the circularly polarized light into two 
beams, one of which is reflected from the reference. mirror. 
The other beam .makes two passes through· accorner-cube· 
reflector before recombining with the. r.eference beam·. The 
recombination of these beams is then directed: (by means 
of another beam splitter) through two. polaroid- plates and 
then into two photomultiplier tubes. 

The reference beam, with its single normal reflection, 
remains essentially circularly polarized while the corner 
cube reflector in the measuring leg converts the circularly 
polarized light to linearly polarized light. The theory 
explaining the corner-cube effect will be given later in the 
report. An analysis of the recombination and detection of 
these two beams will show how a 90-degree phase shift is 
generated to enable bidirectional fringe counting. 

The linear polarized light vector of the measuring leg is 
denoted by: 

~ 1 (xi) = Ai cos [wt + o(<f>)] 

In the above, the following apply: 

w (omega) 21Tf is the circular frequency 
A .. amplitude 

i 
f 

' 1 
o(<t>)(delta-phi) 

= vector on ± x axis 
= frequency of light 
= vector on ± y axis 
= change in phase 
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And, 

(delta-phi) o(lf>) = ( 2:) 2e = ~ke 
(lambda) X = wavelength 

e = displacement of 
one mirror in 
a Michelson 
interferometer 

k wave number 
defined as: 
2rr/X 

Now, with the circularly polarized light of the reference leg 
given the same amplitude and frequency as the linear light, 
it can be denoted by:· 

· ~2 = A [i cos wt + j sin wt] 

Then, the recombined light, en consisting of ~ 1 and b is 
directed through a beam splitter and each resultant beam 
passes through a polaroid plate before striking a detectoL 
The polaroids are orthogonal to each other and are both at 
45° with the axis of the plane. polarized light. A vector 
representation of these light vectors is shown in Figure ·2. 

The complex plane diagram also shows unit vectors (7'11 and 
112), each at 45° from the axis of the plane polarized light 
vector which·.lies along the real axis (x). That is, there are 
two unit vectors as follows: 

At+45o: 11'1 (eta)=i (~) + l(J
2 

2 ) 

11'2 (eta)= i ( J2) - j ( JT") 
- 2 - 2 

The light amplitude at each detector is the dot product .of 
the sum of the linearly polarized and circularly polarized 
light (r = ~ 1 + ~2.) with each unit vector at ±45° with the 
real axis. With fbeing the vector representing the sum of 
the linearly polarized light and the circularly polarized 
light, it can be stated that: 

~- · '17
1 

=·A r2 (cos (t.;l + o(tp)) + cos wt + sin wt] 
- - 2 . 

K · 7G. =A 7 [cos (wt + 8(1/>)) +cos wt -sin wt] 

Now the light intensity at each of the photodetectors is the 
time average ~f the product of the light vector and its 

FTGURF. 1. Laser Interferometer System. 

2 

FIXED MIRRORS 

QUARTER-WAVE 
PLATE 

/CORNER- CUBE 

LASER 

REFLECTOR 

POLAROID PLATE 

"' PHOTOMULTIPLIER 
TUBES / 

~---""""'1-+---1 
/ 

POLAROID PLATE · 



complex conjugate .. However;.since. the. light, vector: as, 
projected through· the' polaroid:(by ·means-. of the: dot 
product)- lias been. converted toea scalar;. the intensity 
becomes tlie square. of the dot product. This must be· 
integrated: over one .. cycle .. hr other words;. time varies such 
that wt.varies.fiom 0 to 27r. To obtain the:average,.this· 
integral of(~ • 11)2 must then tie divided. by the integral' 
of d(wt) also integrated-over one cycle .. Therefore, the 
signal (S),.or intensity, at· the detector behind the polaroid' 
oriented at +4.5" is: 

RFP-1363 

2 fa. rr (t · ~)? d(wt) 

S+45° =· 2 L 1T d(wt) 

Since 

cos [wHo (<1>)] =cos wt cos 8 (<1>)- sin wt sin 8 (<1>), 

then the. numerator. becomes: 

2rr 

Av [cos 2 wt cos. 2.8{<1>)-2 sin wt cos wt sin.o(<t>) cos 8(<f>).+.sin2 wt sin2
. o(<t>}+ 2 cos 2 wt cos 8(<1>) 

2 
o· -2 cos wt sin wt sin 8(<1>) + 2 sin wt cos wt·cos.o(<t>)-·2 sin 2 wt:sin 8(<1>) + cos 2 wt + sin2 wt] d(wt) 

Using trignometric identities, this becomes: 

[\ l + ~>2 wt), oos! 8( 0) - rirr2: wt sii>' 8(¢ ),oos 8( O)-"' t 1'-oo;~, wtl s;n' 0(¢} + (I + oos2 wt) oos 8( 0) 

- sin2'wt sinS(~}+ sin2'wi' oos 8(0),-{1- oos2 wt) sin 8(0) + I] d (wt) 

Since <1> is assumed to be, constant in~ the. aoove 
integral, the integral: is evaluated as: 

~2rr [ -t + cos 8(<1>) - sin 8(<1>) + tJ} 
Finally: 

~
2 

[ 1 + cos 8(<1>) - sin o(<t>)] 

As stated earlier, 8(<1>) = (2rr/A.) 2e, and it is 
easily seen that when e varies. (rom 0 to A./2, 
then 8 (<1>) varies 1 from 0 to 2rr and one 
complete cycle or fringe has been made. 

Similarly, the signal (S) at the detector behind the 
polaroid oriented at -45' 1s: 

121T 

d (wt) 
0. . 

m, 

S~45?· -= A~~ [i +· cos 8(<1>) +sin 8(<1>~ 
2. . 2 J 

If an addition is made of 90° in S_45 o , then S+45 o is 
obtained since: 

cos [90° +·8(<1>)] =-sin o(<t>),and 

sin [90° + 8(<1>)] = +cos 8(<1>) 

Likewise, subtracting 90° in S+4s" , the result obtained is 
S-4.5" since: 

cos [o(<t>)- 90°] = + sin o(rp), aml 

sin [8(<1>)-90°] =-coso(<t>) 

Therefore, there is a constant phase relationship of 90° 
between the two signals as seen by the two photodetectors, 
irrespective of the value of 8 (<1>) .. 

The derivative efsignal s+45o with respect to 8 (<1>) is: 

dS 45 o 
_+_ = -cos 8(<1>)-sin 8(<1>) 
dS_45 o 

3 
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When the equation below is set equal to zero, there are 
minimum and maximum values of the·signal with polaroid 
at +45°: 

cos o(rf>) =-sin o(rf>) 

The minimum and maximum values of the signal with 
polaroid at + 45° with the axis of the plane polarized light 
occur at 135° and 315°. Likewise; · 

dS4 So = 0 = cos o(rf>) =-sin o(rf>) 
dO(rJ>) 

When cos o(rf>) =sin o(rf>), there are minimum and ' 
maximum values of the signal for the polaroid at -45°. 
These minimum and maximum values occur at 45° ·and 
225°. When 5 (rf>) is positive; the curves obtained by a plot 
of the two signals seen by the photodetectors are noted in 
Figure 3. 

It is seen from Figure 3 that S+4So is leading S~45o by 
90°. Figure 4 is a curve plot of the two signals when o( rJ>) 
is negative; i.e., the reflector moves in the opposite· 
direction. 

. FIGURE 2. Vector Diagram in Complex Plane. 

. 'tl2 

4 

It is seen from Figure 4 that S-45" is now leading S+4So 
by 90°. It might be mentioned that if e is the path 
difference in a two-beam interferometer; then o(rf>) is given 
by: 

o(rf>) =( 2
;) 2e 

The displacement, e, can either be posit~ve or negative, 
with the sign of e simply denoting direction of movement. 

As derived above·, the maximum value of S-45' occurs at 
o(rf>) = 315°. Thus, S+4So maximum "7 

A2· [) + . J 
2 

L
2 

cos 315°- sin 315° 

= A
2 (l+ .J2 + /2) =· 5.83 A2 

2 2 2 . . 2 4 

The minimum value. occurs at o(rf>) = 135°. Similarly, 

S+45° minimum = 

=K(l- 12) = 0.17 A2 
2 ' 2 4 . 

The same maximum and minimum also occ.ur for S-45" 
except that they occur at 8(1>) = 45° and 225°, respec
tively. Caiculation is now made of the fringe visibility (V) 
as defined by A. A. Michelson:5 

:s max IS min 
V= 

S rna~ + Stmin 

In this case: A2 
4 (5.83- 0.17) 

A2· 
' 4- (5.83 + 0.17). 

V= 

5.66 
=-- = 0.94 

6.00 

. It should be noted that the maximum possible value of 
fringe visibility (V) calculated by this method is unity. 

5 A. A. Michelson. Studies in Optics. University of Chicago Press, 
·Chicago, Illinois. 1927. Page 31. 



FIGURE 3. Diagram of Signals at Photo detectors for .Positive Values of 8 (¢} 

FIGURE 4. Diagram of Signals at Photodetect~rs for Negative Values of 8 (¢} 
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€0NVERSION: 0E· €1R<!:tJ.I:~R'EYf R0R~Rr~ED) 
EIGHT;. 'F.@ 11.1NEA:RilYf BOU...4,RIZ.EE>'5 EfGHTc. I:NJ 
A\ €ORNER~ <Sl'JBK 

Since; the: the or)"· oEilie• corner:=cul:le: interferometer> was; 
g!vem l:lx: P.ecJ<,6 · ii11 L948~ the: use: of~·cornerr cuoess as! mirrom 
ifnlimgth~measuring~interferometers< has; found! wide~ 
acceptance:. Rerliaps··. the; reasom relates> tm tiie: permanence~ 
ofiadjtlstment' ofc'tlie: corner::cube:. <Dhce~·iiiled! ur.;. the: cul:ie: 
neYer: has; to) tie: readjusted;_ as; required·). by, fron t'·surface: 

. mirrors: 

The: 0Rl'\G)inechanisms~· ogtiCall system;. (see:Eigure~l:)). uses, 
only one. corner cul:ie:: as firstt groposedl by Mur.ty:71 Usiilg, 
·onlyione.· corner~ cube.;. the; ligJ:itr traverses' tre: corner:: cube: 
twice· with· the; correspondiilg; friilg~s-;equaH to.: one~fourth· 
wavelength~ ofli1serrli!i!i ti versus, die; usual,A.Y2:. 'f.he;op.ticall 
systeml. alsm uses, the·· two: passes' through· the; corner·cuoe; to· 

6 ' E:. R~.P.~cl<:. "Theoq~;ofdlie:CornerrGutie~ Interferometer>:~" 
Jbu mal: oF th'e: Optical! SbcietY.J ofi A 'merii:a;·. 38~ 1.0115: 1.02~\. 
o·ecemtier; 1.948· .. 

7: M:. v:. R~. K(. MintY,< .. "Modification; of:'MiChelson!lnterferometerr 
Using. 0nly, G>ne:G:orner;Cutie? l'fiSm1:" Jburnallojj'th'e .. Optical:Society.• 
ofiA:'rnerica;. 50:83;84\ January; L9.60} 

convert~ circuliulY.i polarizedUig!it~ to !linearlY.: polarizediliglh· .. 
There: are; three? iil ternal: reflections> iil' die~: comer· cutie: as; 
tlie~ laserr oeam1 makes' one~ traverse.:. 

Tiie: numerical! value; ofl' the~ firstt iilcidimce: angle. wilE be: 
foundl by:usiilg~Eigure: SS. 

B}y glane' geome.tiy.· tli.e; ang!e; ofiincid1mce: iso.eq~al. to the' 
ang!e.' of\iilcliilatiom o'f:tnec face; widi; die: base:. This, angle: is, 
d!:motedi oy; ¢.'iil• Eigure· s:. Another, law·of plane~ geometry, 
states: diatt the~ gerpendiCularr lines, from: the: vertices' of 'a; 
triimgJe; to.1 theirroRposite: sides. mee.tt at a;, point: tliati is' 
t.wcrtliirds. tlie: distance· from: a: vertex·. to:a; base· (refer; to 
Fronv Vciew.(a);.Eigure: 5~! .Thus;. there;is·,a~2:to: F ratio,as, 
shown:. 

l<t• )«, v.· d' DIOW;,tam¢.)=: 
11

·=:&,,an : 

t . r.no' A.)' X< t· A.'. 11 an~ ._:,7-- · j- YJ~ • =··-·=·co ~'f'.t=~ -.--. • 
2'. tam¢; 

EIGUR·ES55'(a)land'(b)!. T.wcr.IhclilDiiuneter;Corner,C::utie;Pi:ismlwithil.iasenBerumlhcident•NonnallY.·to•Eace:. 
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The second internal reflection angle is 'identical to the first 
and this will be proven using FIGURES 6·(a), (b), (c), and 
(d) as aids. In the Front View (a), the plane containing 
points 0, I, and 2 is perpendicular (1) to the imaginary line 
YY', which in turn is parallel (II) to the uncut edge of 
the corner cube. Therefore, m/d = tan 30° = I/..13. 
Looking at the Side View (b), it is seen that m/s = sin</! by 
a law of plane geometry. Since it was proven in the 
pn:viuus paragraph that tan</! = !2, then sin</! = JT/ .rJ 

·Equating two equations .form, it is found that 
d/..13 = SJ2jJ3, or; d/s = ./2. Now the true length of the 
light beams, 1-2 and 2-3, is shown in the First Auxiliary 
View (c). Hence the First Auxiliary (c) contains the plane of 
incidence for the second internal reflection. Therefore, the 

· second internal reflection has an angle of incidence such 
that tanO = d/s, which was proven above to be equal to 
J2. 

. But this is identical to tan </!. Therefore, (I is identical to <P 
or,O=<P. 

However, it is apparent that the plane of incidence for the 
first internal reflection is different than the plane of 
incidence for the second internal reflection. The examples 
in Figure 6 are given to show the determination of the 
angle of shift of the plane of incidence containing the 
beams 0-1 and 1-2 and the plane of incidence containing 
the beams 1-2 and 2-3. Noting the ·exampies (b),(c) and (d) 
of Figure 6, it is apparent that: q/z = sinO and k/p = sinO. 

Therefore: 

q k z = p, or 

But z/ p as seen in the Side View (b) is equal to secO. 

From the above, it is known that 0 = <P and that <P = arc 
tan J2. Therefore, secO = J3 "' q/k. In the Second· 
Auxiliary View (d), the angle of shift, 'Y (gamma), is 
defined as tan 'Y = q/k, which is equal to J3. 

Hence, tan 'Y = 13, or 'Y = 60°. Use the Second Auxiliary 
View (d) of Figure 6 to show shift of the lighl vectors 
perpendicular (1) and parallel (II) to the planes of inci
dence. Figure 7 is a vector diagram using the notation of 
Born and Wolf. 8 The 60° angle is 'Y computed above. 

Before the first internal reflection, it is assumed that the 
light is right-handed circularly polarized. Thus, by looking 
at the direction from which the light appears to be coming, 

8 Max Born and Emil Wolf. Principles of Optics. The Macmillan 
Company, New York. 1964. 
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the light vector rotates clockwise. For,circularly polarized 
light: 

The remainder of this analysis shall use the number 
notation of the equations in Born and Wolf. The absolute 
values of the light vectors after the frrst internal reflection 
are unchanged. 

... Born and Wolf (B/W), Section 1.5, Equation 58, 
Page 48. 

The change in phase of the light (where Oi is the angle of 
incidence on the i surface and 71 is the ratio of the indices 

· of refraction) after the first internal reflection is deter
·mined by: 

8 cos 0 i ,j sin 2 0 i -712 tan - = __ _;:_ ____ ---,-___:_ 
2 sin20i 

... B/W, Section 1.5, Equation 61, Page 50. 

By trial and error, it was found that a corner cube of index 
1.8 will transpose circularly polarized light to linearly 
polarized light aft~r two internal reflections. In Equation 
61 given above for the phase shift: 

Therefore: 

= -1- , and (I i = arc tar! 
1.8 

tan~= 0·
577 "g:~~~~-03085 = 0.4598, or 8 = 54° 45' 

The phase difference after the fi'rst internal reflection is 

At this point, the polarization is still right-handed. (See 
B/W, Section 1.4, Figure 1.7, Page 30). 

Let X: be an auxiliary angle which,specifies· ihe shape and 
orientation of the vibrational ellipse. Then, tan X = ± b/a, 
and a and b are the semi-axes of the ellipse. Also; 
-rr/4~ X ~4 which makes lal;;;. lbl. .Let a be another 

, . I ' 

auxiliary angle which specifies the ratios of the amplitudes 
of the light vectors perpendicular and parallel to the phase 
of incidence. 

7 
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. a2 I tan a (alpha)=- ... B W, Section 1.4, Equation 25, 
al 

Page 25. 

In Figure 9, a 1 and a2 are indicalt:u. Another condition on 

a (alpha)is (0 ~a~~). 

Because of 

IRul =I Au I ... B/W, Section 1.5, 

Equation 58, and the fact that the original light beam was 
circularly polarized, it is obvious that a2 = a 1 after the first 
reflection. Therefore: 

tan a (alpha)= 1 or a= 45°, and 
sin 2X ·= sin 8 = sin 144° 45' 

In other words: 

2X = 35° 15' and X= 17° 37.5' 

The value of the relation b/a is found by: 

tan X=~= 0.3177 

FIGURE 7. Vector Diagram Showing Shift of Plane of Incidence. 

3 
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Another anxiliary angle, 1/1 (psi), which describes the 
orientation of the ellipse, has the relationship: 

tan 21/1 = tan 2a cos 8 

In the case of 1/1 after the first internal reflection in 
relation to R1 and Ru, 1/1 is equal to 135°, since a is 45° 
and cos 8 is negative. · 

At this point it appears that the modification of Figure 7 
to include this ellipse defined by b, a, and 1/1 would be 
useful. Figure 8 thus shows the relation of the ellipse to 
the plane of incidence containing the light beams 0-1 and 
1-2 and the plane containing the light beams 1-2 and 2-3. 
The orientation of the ellipse was determined by consulting 
... B/W, Figure 1. 7, Page 30. 

.After the first internal reflection, 1/11 is 135° and is . 
measured from Ru in the direction of R1 to the major axis 

of the ellipse. In the pfane of incidence containing the light 
beams 1-2 and 2-3, 1/1 is determined with the aid of Figure 
8. The angle 1/1 is measured from R 2 11 in direction of R21 
to the major axis of the ellipse. It is apparent that 1/1 in 
this case is 105°. 

FIGURE 8. Details to Determine Angle 1/1. 
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A further modification of our elliptically polarized light 
picture is necessary to show the relationship of. a 1 and a2. 
Figure 9 is simifar to Figure 1.6 of Born and Wolf, Page 25. 

a 2 + a : 2 = a 2 + b.2 
1 2 

tan 21/1 = tan 2a (alpha) cos 6 

a2 
tan a=.... a-_~. 

·sin 2X:=. sin 2a sin.lJ 

tan X= ±b 
a 

It is now assumed that originally; a 1 =· a 2 = I. Using the 

following equations of Born and Wolf, the solutions can be 
determined: 

Section. 1.4, Equation 23, Page 26. 

Section 1.4, Equation 26, Page 27. 

Section L4, Equation 25, P~ge 27. 

Section 1.4, Equation 29, Page 27. 

Section 1.4, Equation 28, Page 27. 

Therefore, aftex: ,the first· internal. reflection bu.t i~ the plane of incidence of the second internal reflection, the 
phase angle determined by the use of trigonometric identities is: 

' . . . . . · .. ' . ~ 

and by the use trigonometric identities: 

Finally: 

cos 6 = tan 210° 
tan 2a 

Let a 2 
2 = x. Solving for x, it is found that: 

2.667 ± · I (2.667) 2 - 4 (0.3333) (0.6664) 
X= 2.6667 

. ,: 

Since a2 is greater than unity, ~ 2 2 = 2.667 + 1.890 = 1.706, 
·1.667 

. ' •' .';. ... ~: 
··'·'. 

and a2 = 1.304 and a 1 = 0.541 

Using the relation sin 6 = sin 2X ; .. sin 6 = 0.816 and 6 = 180°- 54° 41' because li is in the second quadrant. 
ala2 

Therefore, after the second internal reflection, 
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Thus the light is lacking only four minutes of being 180 
degrees out of phase after two internal reflections. 

An additional54° 45' is added to the phase 5 upon making 
the third internal reflection. At this point the phase 
234°45' or the light has become left-handed elliptically 
polarized. Upon the reflection at the front surface mirror, 
the phase is shifted by 1.80 degrees. This converts it to 
right-hand polarization and the phase is 54 o 45'. 

A phase jump of an additional 54°45' is given to the light 
beam upon making the first internal reflection on the return 
trip through the corner cube. It is apparent at this point 
that the light will not be circularly polarized after making 
this first internal reflection on the return trip. 

ln order for the laser beam to be converted from circularly·· 
polarized light to linearly polarized light, it must be 
transformed to linearly polarized light by the first two 
internal reflections. The next two reflections convert the 
beam back to circularly polarized light, and the last two 

FIGURE 9. Relationship of a2 and a 1 • 

RFP-1363 

internal reflections transform it back to linearly polarized 
light. 

Taking into account the 180-degree phase shift of 5 upon 
making the reflection at the front surface mirror, a value of 
iridex of refraction for the corner cube that would be 
satisfactory was found to be 1.65. Using this value for 
index of refraction, the light beam is converted to 
circularly polarized light after the first internal reflection of 
the light beam on the return trip. 

However, a value of index 1.65 is not high enough to 
convert circularly polarized light to linearly polarized light 
after two internal reflections. Hence, it is deduced that a 
value between 1.65 and 1.80 would be required to have an 
exact solution. 

The OPTOmechanisms interferometer system did not have 
a corner cube of high index of refraction (i.e., greater than 
1.65). Instead, borosilicate crown gJass of index 1.51 was 
used in the OPTOmechanisms' system. The reason for using 
this glass was superior optical and mechanical properties 
compared to glass of an extremely high index. It was 
observed, however, that a corner cube of index 1.46 did 
reduce the maximum signal output of the OPTOmechanisms 
detection system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The mathematical analysis given in this report has furnished 
. sufficient insight to adapt the polarization system to the 
long-range optical transducer gauge head, and this has peen 
successfully accomplished. 

It is hoped the analysis of the interferometer system will 
also be of benefit to other workers using interferometers or 
corner-cube re11ectors. 

Using the derivations in this report as a guide, similar 
commereially-available iulerferometer systems can be easily 
understood. Modifications that alter the operation of the 
interferometer system can be predicted. 

The report descriptions will also be of benefit to the 
Rocky Flats Plant in the design of future special inter
feromeler systems. 

GPO 862-373 
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